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GRATISE, Sébastien

ﬂ. London 1790–99
Also Gratis, Gratitien; Sebastian. The Frenchborn miniaturist was known for his portraits of
the French royal family which were engraved
widely. He was active also in the court of Köln
before coming to London, where he exhibited at
the Society of Artists and the Royal Academy
1790–95. The inscription on a miniature selfportrait (art market 2016) provides some
biographical details:
Sbn Gratis, peintre de la cour de cologne et Royalle
academitien de londres a peint son portrait l’année
1790 au mois de juillet mois memorable a tout bon
francais. ce portrait vous crie vive la constitution vive
la liberté. Ma rue great windmille street hay market
paroisse de St James.

It is however unclear why AKL suggests that he
was also a pastellist. This may be a confusion
with a passage in the Public advertiser, 4.III.1791
announcing that
Three celebrated French artists, in different ways,
have lately come to this kingdom, M. Mesnier in oil,
M. de Creux in crayon, and M. Gratis in miniature
painting. The little encouragement given to the arts in
the present state of their country has made them
emigrate, in hopes of finding hat encouragement in
this kingdom, which it has ever been ready to afford
to men of merit in every way.

One wit had already remarked of “M. Gratis
and M. Mosnier” (in the same paper, 4.II.1791)
“J’espère que le premier ne peindra pas ici
suivant son nom, & que l’autre de sera pas reduit
de vivre d’ausmones.”
Gratise did not however leave as quickly as
Mosnier or Ducreux. On 20.IX.1797 he married
the illiterate Elizabeth Benn at St Martin-in-theFields (the allegation made two days earlier
describes him as a miniature painter). The rate
books show him at St Albans Street East in
1795–97, in a house with a rental value of £45,
the second highest in the street.
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